A study of HLA-DR2 associated HLA-Dw/LD specificities.
HLA-Dw2 and Dw12 are both associated with HLA-DR2; however, these specificities accounts for only 86% (161/188) of the DR2+ haplotypes in our North American Caucasian panel. In an attempt to identify new DR2 associated antigenic clusters, we have generated four primed lymphocyte (LD) typing (PLT) reagents in haploidentical familial combination against DR2+ Dw blank haplotypes. These reagents were positively restimulated by 11 of 16 DR2+ Dw blank cells tested, with good discrimination from Dw2 and Dw12+ cells, thus identifying a new antigenic cluster provisionally termed LD-MN2. We have compared the LD-MN2 specificity with the specificity LD-5a defined by two DR2+ HTCs, BAS and REM, (Layrisse, Caracas) which have been included in the pre-1984 Workshop Cluster DB9. Although none of our DR2+ cells gave typing responses to these two HTCs defining LD-5a, PLT studies did indicate an interrelationship between these specificities and with the specificity tb24 defined with the HTC, FJO (Betuel). The LD-5a HTCs, four LD-5a heterozygous cells, and two additional HTCs (WJR-Hansen, Seattle and FJO/tb24--Betuel, Lyon) significantly restimulated the anti-MN2 PLT reagents, though usually not as strongly as the MN2+ cells. MN2+ cells primed against the LD-5a HTCs were restimulated by only the LD-5a+ cells. Dw2+ cells primed against FJO were restimulated by some, but not all MN2+ cells. These results suggest that MN2, tb24, and LD-5a share some determinants, not shared with most cells which type as Dw2 and Dw12, though differing by other stimulatory determinants. These studies emphasize the necessity of studying new antigenic clusters by both PLT and HTC methodologies as well as testing different ethnic groups.